GREY WAVE TSUNAMI

1. A CYNIC INDIFFERENCE
Didn’t I find the world is full of snakes
Bestial rudes and haven’t you this way
Culling out the monsters in this range
Himalayan mountains swallow plains
Grab a common treasure it is fugue
Gingerly you step inside the queue
Make another holiday
Feed upon the guilt that way
Burning down the rabble
That is you
Blasphemy indeed a sign of fate
Corners turning into always hate
Falling like an echo into pain
Fever of the mystery comes again
Nero leaves us burning to the ground
Thrusting of the dagger has no sound
Trip to phone to keep us weak
Prisoners the holy seek
Quietly we drink another meal
Stop. Gather. Shake.

2. BJEEZUS
Feeling like a paradise
Open to greed
Call me a parasite
Call out my name
Shooting the stars from night
Glowing from times
Who lit the paradise
Desert shiny lights
Take an ounce honored fool
Take an ounce you can save
Take an ounce falling down
Take an ounce you are sin
You are sin
Greedy
Feel the heat from paradise
Enter to sin
Lights collide with city vice
Smothered with the skin
Shoot straight from diamond mine
Hold on to nerve
Maze in a world of hype
Steady in the burn
Take a chance honored fool
Take a chance you can win
Bitter heart falling down
Take a chance you are sin
You are sin
Greedy

3. BREATHING SYMPTOMS
Lily killing of the beast
Nearly see it in the sky
Woolen view I seek relief
Fortunate and you have eye
Say this wrong
Red and yellow empty feast
Shake it down for all to see
Seeking shelter in the rain storms
Really know that they are greased
Slip the knife in the
Holding into
Is indeed yes I
Going into
Every caught in due
Calling into
Jesus ain’t due
Going into
Nearly followed in the sand
Nearly swallowed in the sea
It’s the policy of tricks
It’s the politics of man
It is wrong
Say this wrong
Enter spaces in my mind
Genuflect a better fee
Save my swords and bayonets dear
Really prayed for my release
Slip the knife in the
Holding into
Is indeed yes I
Going into
Every caught in due
Calling into
Jesus ain’t due
Going into
Get a step in brain

4. CASTE OF EMPATHY
Beat alliance
Seething gone
Your pyro blessed nothing in that song
Based on reason teeming cum
Take a knife sharp as a night
Get desire
Fall into the legions of them
Oh with temper
Was above the cross there
Hole in deeper
All inside you passions
Teeming and firing
Bathing black
Exploring the broad texture of torture
Calling a deeper, meaner soul
Take a knife sharp as a night
Get desire
Cross the path of languid bodies
Find a mission
Find the wall that blocks an ego
Gage an impact
Creep along the lost horizons
False collision
Grey of purpose
Rising the dark fortune seeks action
Messages from cheapened, fearful men
Take a knife sharp as a night

5. CRYING ALONE
I find myself in grief
I’m calling out your face
Only now the enter pity
From lying in the rain
The sweetness in the corners of the darkness in a wave
So cold among the warmth
I’m calling out for peace
Drive a force a cantor sings your name
God inside this night it’s not the same
Cage of simple passions crowd the source of light
Tied up to a bullet shot from scattered rage
The vision never came
Of lovers in release
Holding on a faded story
Lies buried in the pain
So tender was the touch of never
The promise never came
The stillness of a love forever
Has found my heart again

6. GREENLAND
Mood in Greenland and I miss you
Really believed the nurtured way
All I found was walls of ice
All I feel is empty day
Holy cold
Reaching
Going home
World of Greenland space of no redemption
Dressed in hollow naked all the time
Dream the isolation sound of winter
Dream the shores collecting through the ice
Holy cold
Reaching
Going home

7. HEARTS CROSSED BACKWARDS
Drag the mastodon it’s not there in several pieces
Catch another fallen down from holidays in pieces
Feelings tear when it came down there
Ready to stare at the bodies laying in pieces
Tear comes there’s nothing wrong with either one but pieces
Drag on
Reaching in the time
In the penance
In the mind
In the vision
In the knife
In religion
It is swim
Incapable
Hidden room
Hidden meaning
Hidden times
Hidden reason

8. LOOSE GRIP
You say that you want in the vault
I can see it
Don’t worry and you won’t have this suance
I can feel it
Can use a maiden fallen into beast
I can feel it
Beast of entry
Find another way
You say that blood doesn’t follow you
I will drink it
Interpretation of matter and mind
I can steal it
The force of being untied from a trap
I can cheat it
Beast of entry
Find another way

9. PAST INCURSIONS
You wasted nothing time to hold
You is indeed a time to home
Season with iron in the tea
Stretch out in fallen day
You seized betrayal then when
Indeed I cannot reason
Feeding the sounds of revolution
Be still and look at him go easy
You studied well your sacred peace
And then it shattered like a dream
To let it fade into release
But never buried there
It’s just asleep and grey
Indeed I cannot reason
They call from catacombs of anger
A scent of holding on to ego
Catch my phrases that I spit out like used tissue
Far flung and meaningless words of useless abound
Tripping on the scattered rubbish that was laid there before
Piles of useless apologies followed by devious actions both sides
Burn, burn, burn
You wasted nothing time to hold
You is indeed a time to home
Season with iron in the tea

10. SHRINK
With shadow eye there a singular
Fortunes cut that wire in a rage
She said that I cannot see it there
Portrait of a dead blind hate
A lot in times
A hungry time
She said stop the decision there
Portrait of my name
Once upon a time it was insanity
Growing with the symmetry of drones
Everyone is coming to the saddest field
Hidden in the power of the ruse
Crazy comes upon him to dishonor’s eve
Leaves him on the sinner’s open reel
Lay down empty days in the rivers there
Lay down the night in empty rooms
A look of crime rides across his face
Many lives to live forever one
Deeper sea for all who stalk the innocent
Terrified of loving anyone
A mannered rail
A sudden pale
In a dark corner a single weep
Portrait of my name
Once upon a time it was insanity
Growing with the symmetry of drones
Everyone is coming to the saddest field
Hidden in the power of the ruse
Crazy comes upon him to dishonor’s eve
Leaves him on the sinner’s open reel
Lay down empty days in the rivers there
Lay down the night in empty rooms

11. TELLING STONE
Priests and holy men violate
Say that I won’t have open dreams
See the bullet there, I’ll be free
Phrase upon his brow still he waits
Oh Elijah look inside
Here come the saints
You find it’s well
They live as cheats
You find it’s well
Continuation
You find it’s well
Can’t witness dawning of disease
You find it’s well
You saints
The shroud of dignity pulled away
Intimidation as biased word
The ship of tithing in open deep
Give up your evil home night to day
Oh Elijah look inside
Here come the saints
You find it’s well
They live as cheats
You find it’s well
Continuation
You find it’s well
Can’t witness dawning of disease
You find it’s well
You saints

12. THE ANGRY CREST
Sharp as a tack and piercing into mysteries
Kiss me like a lizard who’s hunting
Cold and frown your face is freezing
All you see is a daze of histories
Crusades of pleasure maul it
Come here and feel my isolation
Take arms against the revolution
My time is indecisions
You lose indeed I’m calling
Unjust is not a reason
Observe my fallen talent
We’ve kept this broken moment
To be a gliding tower
To find the blanket entries
To know it’s something you did
Force of entry
Gables
Born from a slap and festered in a monster
You are slain and I have license
Way way down in the cellars of the beast
The rise of sword above you
I see those dreams of falling
I see them rise from torture
I see the velvet anger
I see the cries of helpless
I see the pupils widen
I see the lips are cursing
I see the hated climax

13. TIDAL
In der letzten Zeit fielen sie
schmutzig auf dem Boden steigenden
Kämpfen mit verbrannte Gefühle
nicht erreichen aber das kollabieren
und Weinen bis zu den Wolken
Until to rising
Until to fate
To build horizons
To build our fate
Motionless encroaches
Into leaving
Unsere Sterblichkeit steigt jeden Tag
Kriechen bis direkt vor uns, die
wir noch nicht sehen, Sie kommen
schneller Es greift als die Nächte vergeht
schließlich Überwindung uns in Unkenntnis
Until to rising
Until to fate
To build horizons
To build our fate
Motionless encroaches
Into leaving

14. WONDERING VIVID
I can’t believe that there is nothing for you
And haven’t it sent
But then again it’s not what you want it to be
Cloves now abound in the wisdom of hounds in the reason
In a simple thing
Just a simple thing
Get along wonderers
Get a little every time
I meant to say that even though
None of those merchants peddles any lost dreams there
A silence comes
And then we both feel like scapegoats in tranquility
In a simple thing
Just a simple thing

15. WORST METHOD REMAINS
This fallen dice
It’s not a game
The strong man dies
Another day
To say that choose
In a flirt
To give your life
Sniff and gone
You fell into pieces
You crawl into spaces
You crawl into this is why
It gives me grief
It shuts me down to the ground
To say religion
I cannot see on the ground
Fall into pillars
Fall into strength on the ground
Born into slavery
Born into hollow ground
This potter’s field
This place of rest
This quiet earth
Is not at peace
And fallen arms
In final dust
Will resurrect
Within the air
You fell into pieces
You crawl into spaces
You crawl into this is why
The deterioration of the elementary particle
The deterioration of the atom
The deterioration of the molecule
The deterioration of the cell
The deterioration of the organism
The deterioration of thought
The deterioration of an incident between two organisms
The deterioration of a relationship
The deterioration of a society
The deterioration of civilization
The deterioration of life
The deterioration of the earth
The deterioration of the universe
And so does God die?

